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As you know I blog almost every day, hopefully with something of interest to you, at least once
in a while. I have seldom even mentioned the professional astrological software that I (and my
team) author, so I hope you will take the time to consider our new Blue*Star program. It is a new
concept, a software program written for those who know nothing about astrology.
Blue*Star is designed for laptops, and for astrologers on the go. It does not do everything a
large astrology program does, but it does what most astrologers need. It also has two distinct
modes, a first of its kind.
The Calculation Mode has all the normal wheels and lists of things you would expect: creating
and saving charts, etc., gorgeous wheels, attractive PDF printouts, etc. It is all there and easy to
access.
But Blue*Star also has something new, an interpretation mode for those new to astrology,
sixteen complete interpretive reports in PDF-style format, fully illustrated, and concise. I
personally wrote the interpretive text for all the reports. And while these reports were designed
to be read by beginners (non-astrologers), some of them (like the Landscape Saturn Cycle
report) are so helpful, I find myself using it all the time.
Blue*Star, which comes with both the calculation and interpretive modes, lists for $199 but is
available to my Facebook friend for an introductory price of just $99, half price. Access to this
many reports used to cost thousands of dollars. Now you can have perpetual instant reports for
your entire family and client base at a moment’s notice. Just press a button to view any of the
sixteen reports.
It does all of the techniques I use here on Facebook, including the StarTypes and Saturn
Returns. Check it out please. Look at the images and read what it does. More details for
ordering here:

http://astrologysoftware.com/software/bluestar/index.asp?orig

